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OPTIMISE YOUR VOCABULARY |

Words connected with sports
1

4

Write one word in each gap to complete the
collocations. Then write the number next to
the correct image.

1 boxing       
2 football       
4 fishing       

1              ! You’re going to drop
that laptop!
2              my new squash racket.
It’s made of carbon fibre!

4 I can’t              what she’s
saying – can you?

5 tennis        ,       
6 motor racing       

5 We got              in the first
round of the competition.

7 golf       

Words + prepositions

b

5


c

Complete the sentences with the correct
form of the phrasal verbs from Exercise 3.

3 I like this photo better – it             
from all the others.

3 ice skating       

a
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Standard



Choose the best answer (a or b) to complete
the sentence.

1 It took me a long time to adjust to
a) living in this town.

b) be at this school.

2 James is anxious

d

a) for doing exams at the end of the year.
b) about acting in the school play.
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2 In tennis, you must hit the referee / ball over
the net.
3 It was a difficult match but I managed to win /
beat the other player.
4 Your opponent / competitor is the person you
are playing against.
5 There were no goals in the match, so we drew /
scored 0–0.
6 There were a lot of viewers / spectators at the
stadium.

Phrasal verbs

a) from regular exercise. b) that we eat healthily.
5 You can speak two languages – is there any
difference between
a) learning French and learning Italian?
b) to learn French and to learn Italian?
6 I like walking to school but my dad insists
a) to drive me there.

check | knock | make | mind | stand
1        out = be more visible, better, etc.
than others
2        out = be careful
3        out = look at something in order to
evaluate it
4        out = see, hear, understand,
distinguish
5        out = make someone leave a
competition after losing

b) on driving me there.

Unit round-up
6

Complete the text with one word in each
gap. The first letter has been given.

|

Complete the phrasal verbs with the words
in the box.

Optimise B2

a) ban you from driving. b) ban you in your car.
4 We can all benefit

Choose the correct words.

1 You play cricket with a bat / cue.

3

3 If the police catch you driving at high speed,
they will

Archive

Francesca
I’m afraid I’m someone who doesn’t know much
about sport. I sometimes watch tennis, but I don’t
know the difference (1) b       football and
rugby. A friend of mine once invited me to a rugby
match and I thought I’d go just to (2) c      
it out. I couldn’t follow the game at all – I had no idea
what was going on down there on the
(3) p       and I only realised that a
player had (4) s       because of all the
shouting and cheering that was coming from the
(5) s       . I mean, it was a really exciting
experience for everyone apart from me. I kept having
to ask my friend who was (6) w       . It was
embarrassing.
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